
Here are 10 ways our 2017 Water For People employee giving campaign was like the 2017 Total Solar 
Eclipse: 

1. We exceeded expectations and eclipsed our goals! We set a goal of raising $220,000, and we swept 
past that goal like the moon passing the sun, raising $232,486 and counting…a 16 percent increase 
over 2016! 

2. It stretched across the miles. Just as the solar eclipse stretched across the United States, our Water 
For People campaign wrapped around the world. And just as this year’s eclipse was the most viewed 
ever, we had more employees than ever participate…178 offices in 160 cities and 15 countries. 
Some of our most spirit-filled events occurred in Asia, Canada and South America! 

3. The Totality Award goes to Peachtree Corners, Georgia! Thanks to the enthusiastic campaign led by 
Alvenease Jackson, 100 percent of the office’s 20 employees participated! David Chastant, area 
leader, gave a $10 matching gift for every $10. As eclipse watchers know, totality is perfection! 

4. Both eclipses and fundraising are more fun to experience with friends. Even though we make more 
money through payroll donation, the office events bring the fun! Our campaign teams worked with 
local JuMP groups in Delhi and Mumbai, India, to host fun breakfasts. Three offices in Canada also 
teamed up with their JuMP teams. Enlace hosted a brown bag with Water for People volunteer 
Carlos Lau. Read here about the fun campaign events (link to another Intranet story). 

5. If you feed them, they will come! The Chinese word for solar eclipse is shih, which translates to “to 
eat.” We had tacos in Jacksonville, Florida; a cookout in Greenville, South Carolina; breakfast and ice 
cream in Miami, Florida; pizza in Brisbane-Queensland; morning tea in Melbourne; curry in Sydney; 
bake sales in Oakland, California and Portland, Oregon; samosas in Kitchener, Ontario; a cookout in 
Columbus, Ohio; wine and cheese in Sacramento, California; lunch in San Diego, California; and 
breakfast and fresh lime juice in India…do we ever love to eat! 

6. Experts enhance the experience. Many universities in eclipse viewing areas hosted events with 
science teachers who explained the phenomenon before it occurred. Our campaign benefited 
hugely from a video from our CEO, Jacque Hinman; a visit to the Denver office from Water For 
People CEO and former CH2Mer Eleanor Allen; and Carlos Lau, who shared his experiences working 
as a Water For People volunteer in Bolivia and Guatemala. 

7. Small is often the most powerful. Just as some small towns across the United States had huge 
influxes of visitors, some of our smallest offices raised the most money per person. For example, 
Parsippany, New Jersey raised $1,565 with just 30 people, an average of $52 per employee! 

8. Sharing enhances the experience. Employees around the world have shared their campaign photos 
on Yammer, just as eclipse observers are sharing their photos on social media. Do you have any to 
add? 

https://www.yammer.com/ch2m.com/#/threads/inGroup?type=in_group&feedId=4342444&view=all
https://www.yammer.com/ch2m.com/#/threads/inGroup?type=in_group&feedId=4342444&view=all


9. Planning pays off! Those of us near the path of totality learned to plan ahead to get eclipse glasses 
or scout locations for viewing. We had a great campaign team with 68 local coordinators around the 
world and a core planning team…and because of our planning, we had the largest office 
participation ever and increased our payroll donors by 400…34 percent of which were new hires! 
Approximately 32 percent of our contributions came from new donors.  

10. Eclipses and Water For People campaigns are great opportunities to get crafty! Did you build a 
pinhole projector or view the eclipse through a colander? From designing tshirts in Singapore and 
Sao Paolo to making paper airplanes in Portland, the campaign offered employees the opportunity 
to let their creativity shine. 

“Thank you to everyone who gave so generously. The CH2M Foundation also contributed a $50,000 
grant, one of the annual support grants to our three strategic sustainable community partners,” said 
Ellen Sandberg, executive director of the CH2M Foundation. “In total, 487 of you are donating more 
than $150 per year to Water For People! Not only do your donations improve water and sanitation 
infrastructure for 3,520 communities around the world, but they have also helped us surpass US$3 
million we’ve given to Water For People since 2003, with donations from employees and the CH2M 
Foundation combined.” 
 
That, like the Total Solar Eclipse, is PHENOMENAL! 
 

 


